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Everything Is Not *Terminator*

Is China’s Social Credit System the Future?

John Frank Weaver*

In 2014, the central government of the People’s Republic of China announced a “social credit” system, which will monitor the behavior of the nation’s population and rank each person based on his or her social credit, *i.e.*, how well each person behaves as a citizen. The term social credit dates to 2002, when the central government was looking at establishing a system to measure the creditworthiness of its citizens, but ultimately wanted the system to be compatible with the social services system.¹ Forty-three municipalities are currently testing versions of the system, and the program is scheduled to be operational nationwide by 2020.² To track citizens, the municipalities’ systems rely on huge amounts of personal data from a wide variety of sources, including social networks, smart phone apps, and video cameras already installed by the central government. Those cameras are part of “Skynet,” the Chinese government’s video surveillance system, the public purpose of which is to track criminal behavior, but which has more than 20 million cameras in public spaces across the country.³ The end goal is to rely on sophisticated artificial intelligence (“AI”) to review all of this data and add and deduct points from citizens based on how well they engage in lawful behavior.⁴

The Future with AI

Not surprisingly, this has prompted a great deal of criticism.⁵ However, I can’t help but wonder if this is the natural development of the future with AI.

One theme that I have returned to frequently when writing and speaking about AI is what laws and regulations should do in response to fundamental changes in society introduced by
technological changes. In particular, the century of legal changes in the wake of the American Industrial Revolution is a useful (albeit slow) example of what government can do to spread widely the benefits of massive technological advancements. The introduction of the factory system moved unprecedented numbers of people from rural communities to urban communities and shifted their work from farming to manufacturing, from work hours based on the seasons and the sun to work hours based on the company clock. In response, Congress and state legislatures enacted legislation that instituted a minimum wage, limited how many hours a person could work in a week, mandated workplace and environmental standards, and prohibited children from working. Essentially, elected representatives recognized that the Industrial Revolution had changed America and used laws and regulations to shape the new country into a version that was better for their constituents.

If AI is going to introduce as much change as many experts predict, as much as the Industrial Revolution, then we should wonder what that changed world will look like. In the same way that it would have been hard but not impossible for leaders at the beginning of the Industrial Revolution to predict how the world was going to change, it is difficult but not impossible for us to predict how AI is going to change the world. Systems like China’s social credit system might be what it looks like.

That should not be too surprising. There are other versions of it in place already. In the United States, credit-rating agencies score and rank individuals based on their creditworthiness, a system that the Chinese central government relied on when it created its social credit system. In the United Kingdom, there are systems in place to score individuals using data from a variety of sources, like credit score, phone usage, and rent payments; based on those scores, individuals are ranked by preference for job applications, access to social services, etc. Similarly, in Germany there are systems in place to track data and rank individuals based on creditworthiness and healthy lifestyle. China’s proposal is therefore not unique because of the theory it relies on, but because of its scope. That suggests that the world we live in is already marching toward national governments accepting that AI systems should analyze the vast amounts of personal data available to them and score citizens based on that analysis.
The Future of AI Does Not Have to be a Bad One

If that is likely the future, does it have to be a bad one? Read any of the articles in the footnotes of this column and you are likely to see the terms “dystopian,” “chilling,” and “Black Mirror” tossed around. That threat is real, and the possibility of a social credit system arbitrarily hurting already vulnerable populations is strong. It is all too easy to find stories of people in China who have been barred from jobs or schools, prohibited from purchasing certain train tickets, and banned from vacationing due to low social credit scores with no due process and for seemingly arbitrary or capricious reasons. However, I do not believe that is the inevitable result for two reasons.

First, the goal of the Chinese system and copycats in other nations is to reward good behavior and promote good citizenship, essentially through gamification. By assigning points to certain kinds of behavior, social credit AI systems incentivize that behavior, possibly making people better citizens, maybe without realizing they are becoming better citizens. On its face, that is not necessarily a bad idea. There have been numerous socially engineered methods of encouraging good behavior—Social Security numbers that make it harder to escape past bankruptcies and criminal behavior, civic awards, publication of police logs in newspapers, etc.—and this is arguably the next evolution of that. If successfully implemented, the gamification of good citizenship could lead to improved quality of life and civic engagement. However, the rules governing the behavior that is rewarded and punished, appeals of points awarded or deducted, and the transparency of the system are all vitally important.

Second, it is possible to implement laws and regulations that properly police a social credit system and provide reassurances to the public that (a) the right behavior is being rewarded, (b) the AI is not biased, and (c) there are appropriate safeguards for people to appeal and confirm their social credit scores. Here are a few suggestions for government regulations and policies that would result in a fairer, more beneficial social credit systems:

1. Require Transparency: The source code of the AI developed to evaluate data and issue social credit scores must be open to review and sandbox testing by the public.
All datasets and databases used to train the AI must be publicly available. All personal data used to determine actual social credit scores must be anonymized and made publicly available. Transparency is the first step toward reassuring the public that the social credit system is a public good and is being fairly administered.

2. Establish a Governance Group: Any central government that decides to develop a social credit system should also form a governance group that reviews all elements of that system: how behavior is classified as beneficial or not, how points are awarded, how individuals may appeal their points, etc. Populated by high-ranking officials—cabinet secretaries, key legislative leaders, etc.—and AI experts, this group should hold public meetings, accept public comment, and publish reports on its findings and recommendations.

3. Require and Promote the Testing and Training of the AI: The governance group should regularly test the social credit system’s AI, train it so that the system more accurately rewards the appropriate behavior, and encourage third parties to test and train the sandbox version of the AI. This will both make the AI better and give public reassurances of the AI strengths and remediated shortcomings.19

4. Require Ex-Post Analysis: Ex-post analysis is a form of policing AI in which the developers use tools like cryptographic commitments and zero knowledge proofs to provide auditable evidence that the AI is performing key analyses correctly. Requiring that social credit AI uses these benchmarks will give private and government auditors another method to assess the operation of the AI.20

5. Institute an Appropriate Appeals Process: In addition to the opaque and seeming arbitrariness of the Chinese social credit system, its most common complaint appears to be that there is no easy way to challenge or appeal the rewarding or deduction of points. Creating an appropriate administrative process for the appeal and review of points will be an important part of creating a social credit system that fairly promotes better citizenship. The system must be easy to navigate, administer, and police.
Obviously, the suggestions above are intended as broad ideas for making a social credit system consistent with the requirements of due process and the rule of law. But they also demonstrate that like many other governing inventions, including the development of regulatory and administrative legal models, the creation of a social credit system does not automatically mean that due diligence and responsible government are doomed. If political leaders look at where technology is trending, the social credit system can help to form a prosperous AI middle class in the 21st century, like legal reforms in reaction to the Industrial Revolution created America’s prosperous industrial middle class in the mid-20th century.
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